Boring Machines

A quick look at some boring machines

by Guy Bloke, Improbable Research staff

Many patient, determined hours, days, and years of work went into the invention and improvement of boring machines. Here is a haphazard selection of some of the fruits of that persistent labor.

Wallace's Boring Machine


Wallace's Other Boring Machine


Carlstedt's Boring Machines


Crane's Boring Machine


Johnson and Sundberg's Boring Machine


Böing's Boring Machine

Cristadoro’s Boring Machine


Improvement in Boring Machines


Metcalfe’s patent for an improvement in a boring machine.

Boring Apparatus


Indicator for Boring-Machines

“Indicator for Boring-Machines,” U.S. patent #741087, Carl B. Weidlog, issued October 13, 1903.

Control Device for a Boring Machine


Proksa’s Boring Device


Janse’s Boring Device

Böttinger and Wesselmann's Boring Device


Boring Method


Boring Device and Boring Method

“Boring Device and Boring Method,” European patent application EP1389513A4, Toshio Imaoka, filed May 17, 2002. [Note: On July 16, 2010, this application was “deemed to be withdrawn.”]